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Learning rules from an artificial speech stream:  
Early developmental differences 
 
Language acquisition requires both the ability to segment the speech stream into constituent words, and 
the ability to extract regularities underlying them. Much progress has been accomplished to study how 
infants can infer word boundaries on the basis of the statistical relationships between neighboring speech 
sounds (see Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996), whereas the mechanisms involved in the extraction of 
structural information are still unclear (see Marcus, Vijayan, Rao, & Vishton, 1999). 

Peña, Bonatti, Nespor, & Mehler (2002) proposed a dual mechanisms model, according to which two 
different computational processes might be engaged, one for the discovery of statistical patterns, and the 
other for the discovery of structure. They showed that adults could segment a continuous speech stream 
using a powerful statistical mechanism, but they could discover more complex structures only when they 
were exposed to a subliminally segmented stream. Here we investigate to what extent the same abilities 
are present in infants.  

Participants in our experiments were familiarized with an artificial speech stream composed of 
trisyllabic nonsense words separated by short silences. In them, every A (first syllable) predicts exactly C 
(third syllable). The four words can be grouped in two “families”, defined as sets of words instantiating 
the same A-C dependency, with an intervening varying middle syllable. They were individually tested 
with a head-turn paradigm.  

In Experiment 1 and 2, 13-month-old infants were familiarized with a segmented speech stream. They 
were tested with non-words, i.e., sequences composed of three syllables appearing in the stream but 
arranged differently, and rule -words, i.e., novel items with the same A and C position as words but with a 
different middle syllable, instantiating a long distance dependency. Infants looked longer to non-words, 
although both rule -words and non-words were novel items. This result suggests that infants recognized 
rule-words as “familiar” items, and they were able  to extract its underlying structure.  

In Experiments 3 and 4, 13-month-old infants were familiarized with a continuous speech stream. 
They were tested either with words and nonwords (Experiment 3), or with rulewords and nonwords 
(Experiment 4). Results showed that they could learn statistical patterns, but they failed to learn a structure.  
The failure in structure learning follows exactly Peña et al.’s (2002) results. 

Experiments 5-6 investigated structure learning in 8 month-olds. Infants were exposed to the 
segmented speech stream, and they were tested with rulewords and nonwords. They failed to extract 
structural information. However, in Experiments 7 and 8, we tested infants with words and nonwords, and 
we showed that they could learn statistical patterns. 

Together, these results suggest that the ability to identify structural information in a quasi-continuous 
speech stream follows a developmental trajectory. Only 13 month-olds could successfully learn the 
structure and the statistical patterns, thus they performed as predicted by Peña et al.’s (2002) model. On 
the contrary, 8-month-olds could only rely upon a powerful computation of statistical properties. Overall, 
these findings seem to support a theoretical model that might explain the early origins of vocabulary and 
grammar acquisition.  
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